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I have come to the conclusion in my own experience, that those who, no matter to what 
faith they belong, reverently study the teachings of other faiths, broaden their own 
instead of narrowing their hearts.  —Gandhi 

 
Reading: Luke 17:20-21 
 
Today I start a series of sermons on Christianity and other world religions, and we are also running a 
video based discussion on Jesus and Buddha, so there are plenty of opportunities for follow-up 
discussion and more in-depth exploration. 
 
One of the reasons why I think it’s important to do a series like this is the re-emergence of what one may 
call “Imperial Christianity,” that holds that there is no salvation apart from Jesus Christ.  Often, they will 
quote from the Gospel of John that portrays Jesus saying, “I am the way, the truth and the life.  No one 
comes to the Father except through me.”  And they interpret this passage in a very narrow sense.  Such a 
view invalidates other faith traditions and seeks to convert people from their traditions in order that they 
might be “saved.” 
 
One of the underlying assumptions is that there can be only view of truth.  And this one view of truth 
must conquer and defeat all other views.  There has to be one and only one victorious tradition. 
 
But Christianity, it seems to me, doesn’t have to be imperious.  Part of what I feel called to do is show 
the world that there is a form of Christianity that does not seek to dominate, conquer or convert other 
faith traditions.  Instead, we seek to celebrate, validate and respect them.  Loving our Buddhist neighbor, 
our Hindu neighbor, our Muslim neighbor—means that we take the time to know and understand them! 
 
New Testament Scholar, Marcus Borg, represents an inclusive and progressive Christian perspective that 
embraces pluralism.  He wrote: 
 

If [the Christian tradition] accepts its place as one among several traditions, I think it can be 
even more confident of its truthfulness…I think Christianity has far greater credibility when it 
accepts its relative status than when it claims a unique and essentially triumphant status. 
 

As followers of Jesus, we can understand that God is present everywhere, in every crack and crevice of 
creation including, of course, other religious traditions.  An inclusive and progressive Christianity does 
not fear other faith traditions but embraces them.  It sees other traditions not as competition but as 
complementary.  As Gandhi said, 
 

I have come to the conclusion in my own experience, that those who, no matter to what faith 
they belong, reverently study the teachings of other faiths, broaden their own instead of 
narrowing their hearts. 
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Today I begin with the relationship between Christianity and Buddhism and open with a quote from the 
fascinating book, Living Buddha, Living Christ, written by the Buddhist monk, Thich Nhat Hanh: 
 

Buddhists and Christians alike, in dialogue, want to recognize similarities as well as differences 
in their traditions.  It is good that an orange is an orange and a mango is a mango.  The colors, 
smells, and the tastes are different, but looking deeply, we see that they are both authentic fruits.  
Looking more deeply, we can see the sunshine, the rain, the minerals, and the earth in both of 
them.  Only their manifestations are different. 
 

Awhile ago I read an interesting new book by the Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader for the people of 
Tibet.  The title of the book is Toward a True Kinship of Faiths: How the World’s Religions Can Come 
Together.  He acknowledges that the world seems to be more and more polarized, hostile and divided.  
And religion has often played a part in this, sowing seeds of suspicion and distrust.  The Dalai Lama 
says that the world’s religions have often been a factor of division and conflict in the history of 
humanity.  Yet religions also offer a unique hope to the world to move toward healing and wholeness.   
 
The world desperately needs what the religions can offer, but the religions, themselves, must come 
together and embrace the spirit of religious pluralism.  “The challenge before religious believers,” he 
writes, “is to genuinely accept the full worth of faith traditions other than their own.”   
 
The Dalai Lama writes that this spirit of pluralism “is not dependent upon accepting that all religions are 
fundamentally the same or that they lead to the same place.”  But the spirit of pluralism depends on 
seeing that compassion lies at the heart of all of these religions.  So even though the religions are often 
very, very different—Buddhism, for example, is agnostic about the idea of a supreme being or god—
they all come together around the focus of compassion. 
 
In Christianity this focus of compassion is embodied in Jesus who suggested that the true test of one’s 
love for God is how much one loves one’s fellow human beings, saying, “Love your neighbor as 
yourself.”  And don’t stop there, said Jesus, love even your enemies. 
 
In the Buddhist sutra on loving-kindness, the Buddha says: 
 

As a mother would risk her life to protect her child, her only child, 
even so should one cultivate a limitless heart with regard to all beings. 
With good will for the entire cosmos cultivate a limitless heart. 

 
And so the first step is to gain some basic understanding of the aspects of faith traditions other than 
one’s own.  This is what I hope to encourage as we begin this series.  And when we learn about other 
religious traditions, it can help us remember our essential spiritual ground in compassion. 
 
It was over 2,500 years ago in India that the Buddha was born and as a young man became enlightened 
as he was meditating under the Bodhi Tree. 
 
And as I study the Buddhist tradition I am reminded of our passage from the Gospel of Luke, Jesus says, 
“The reign of God will not come in such a way as to be seen.  No one will say, ‘Look, there it is!’ 
Because it is within you.” 
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The kingdom is right under your nose.  (We must also remember that Jesus is talking to his opponents 
here, not to particularly enlightened people, making his statement even more remarkable.  The reign is 
potentially there within any person.)  The kingdom is here—now—within. 
 
This reminds me of Blake’s famous poem: 
 

To see a world in a grain of sand 
 And Heaven in a wild flower 
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand 
 And Eternity in an hour. 
 

This view of the kingdom of God is to be found in the present moment is remarkably similar to the 
Buddhist idea of nirvana, the blissful state of oneness with all things that is found only in the present 
moment.  And the goal of Buddhism can be seen as very similar to the goal of Christianity: to be able to 
get beyond all the distractions of this world and to become aware of this state of being, this reign of God 
right here and right now, and then to live in this awareness.  It is to become awake to the presence within 
us and among us.   
 
The title, “Buddha,” means “awakened one.” 
 

When India was afire with Buddha’s message and kings themselves were bowing before 
him, people came to him asking what he was… “Are you a god?” they asked.  “No.”  
“An angel?”  “No.”  “A saint?”  “No.”  “Then what are you?”  Buddha answered, “I 
am awake.” 

 
And to be awake means to be able to live fully in the present.  Buddhist monks practice this for years 
and years, emptying themselves and becoming attuned to their feelings and sensations.  This is what 
nirvana means—to let go, to empty oneself and to become “no self,” anatman, where the boundaries of 
the finite self disappear.  This reminds me of the passage in Paul’s letter to the Philippians that says 
Jesus “did not count equality with God something that could be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the 
form of a servant.”  It means being willing to give up one’s aspirations, achievements and desires. 
 
Marcus Borg wrote a book, Jesus and the Buddha, in which he notes many parallels between the two 
religious figures: 
 

 First, and most importantly, they both had life-transforming experiences of “the sacred” that they 
sought to share with others. 

 Both began renewal movements within their own traditions of Hinduism and Judaism.  Neither 
saw himself as founding a new religion, though that is how it turned out for both. 

 Both were given an exalted—even divine—status, even though there are accounts of both of 
them rejecting this exalted status.  (Remember Jesus saying, “Why do you call me good?  Only 
God is good.”) 

 Both were teachers of wisdom that is world-subverting.  The teaching challenged conventional 
ways of seeing and being that involves a “way” or “path” of transformation. 

 
Borg mentions that although this internal transformation leads to more compassionate living for both, in 
Jesus we see a difference.  There is a passion for social and political justice that is unique.  Perhaps this 
stems from Jesus being born into an oppressed peasant class as opposed to the Buddha, who was born 
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into a wealthy, ruling class.  Jesus also came out of the Jewish prophetic tradition, which also 
emphasized social justice. 
 
The foundation of the Buddha’s teaching are the Four Nobel Truths: 

1. Life is suffering.  Suffering exists; it is real.  We all suffer; it’s inescapable. 
2. The root of all suffering is desire; it is attachment. 
3. There is a cessation of suffering.  There is a release from the captivity of this dis-ease and 

dissatisfaction we experience. 
4. There is a path leading to the cessation of suffering.  (The eight-fold path.) 

 
In Christianity we talk about “dying” to an old way of being and one’s resurrection to a new way of 
being.  We talk of being liberated from “the world” to be “born again.” 
 
Jesus also preached about the need to give up attachments to earthly things: “Where your treasure is, 
there your heart is also.”  As I said, he practiced emptying himself, giving up his own desires and 
focusing on the presence of God.  He prayed, “Not my will, but Thy will be done.”  And Jesus also 
talked about the importance of living fully in the present moment:  “Consider the lilies of the field and 
the birds of the air.  They don’t worry; they aren’t anxious.  They don’t suffer.  Do not worry about 
things for tomorrow; tomorrow will take care of itself.  Don’t worry about what to eat or what to wear, 
but seek first the reign of God. Do it now!” 
 
For Jesus there also was a path, a way, to an end to suffering—where there is no more crying or 
weeping, but peacefulness and wholeness and joy. 
 
Here’s an eighth century Zen story: 
 

When Hui-Hai was a young monk and first came to the great master Ma-Tzu, the master asked 
him, “What have you come here for?” 
 
Hui-Hai said, “I have come seeking Buddha’s teaching.” 
 
“What a fool you are!” Ma-Tzu said.  “You have the greatest treasure in the world deep inside 
you, and you go around asking other people for help.  What good is this?  I have nothing to give 
you.” 
 
Hui-Hai bowed and said, “Please master, tell me what this treasure is.” 
 
Ma-Tzu said, “Where is you question coming from?  This is your treasure.  It is precisely what is 
asking the question at this very moment.  Everything is stored in this precious treasure house of 
yours.  It is there at your disposal, you can use it as you wish, nothing is lacking.  Why then are 
you running away from yourself and seeking for things outside?” 
 
Hearing these words, Hui-Hai realized his own mind.  Beside himself with joy, he bowed deeply 
to his master. 
 

“No one will say, ‘Look, there it is!” because it is within you.”   
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Many of us have lots of questions.  Especially in the face of senseless violence and tragic suffering.  
Where is your question coming from?  This is your treasure.  Sometimes the questions emerge from our 
deep human hunger for compassion and justice. 
 
You know, often when we go through crisis and hardship, we may feel anything but peaceful and whole.  
But times like these can actually help us focus on the present moment.  When our ordinary, routine lives 
are interrupted, there is an opportunity to become more alive to the “kingdom within” us this very 
instant.  There are times when we pause, not to become numb to the pain, but to look more deeply 
within. Times of crisis can help us grow deeper in a spiritual sense, more aware of the realm of the 
Sacred that is right under our noses, here and now.  We become more attuned to the preciousness of life. 
 
When it feels that life is falling apart at the seams, we can discover the specialness that is in all moments 
to savor.  Call this preciousness we discover “the kingdom within.” 


